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INNOVATION SPEECH -- PRELIMINARY NOTES -- JULY 16

John Locke -- "Man hath a right to what he hath mixed his
labors with." Further, the work that he did in order to justify
constitutional monarchy ultimately became the foundation of our
Constitution.

As far as I can determine, the essence of his protection of
constitutional monarchy was that in order for it to survive,
individuals had to have the right to Life, Liberty, and Property.
(I don't know wQere that Pursuit of Happiness stuff came from.)

Insert the letter from Madison to Jefferson here. It
justified the special treatment for inventors in the
Constitution.

The next step is that the Constitution itself gave Congress
discretionary authority to take care of inventors by giving them
exclusive right to their inventions for a limited period of time.

The Congress actually acted on that and created the Patent
System.

Notwithstanding the Constitution, U.S. Common Law provides (~(~
for assignment rights as a condition of employment. ~

The next step is the gradual growth of institutions and the
capital content of research or invention. The Constitutional
presumption of inventor ownership has been blurred and as a
result, employed inventors have lost their identity in society.

(Belief) During the 1960's, the public perception of
corporations became increasingly negative for a variety of
reasons. One of them is that they became faceless institutions
rather that the organizations built around key people that the
public can recognize.

Enter statistics on the decrease of inventions per Research
dollar, with a corresponding increase of U.S. patents going to
foreign firms.

People count.
Bottom-up
Innovation/inventor
Management--provide the resources to creative people and get

out of the way.
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Paul A.Blanchard and Frank B. McDonald's article "Reviewing

the Spirit of Enterprise: Role of the Federal Labs," is a

timely, well done &eS useful chronology and discussion of current
/

issues confronting Federal laboratories. I am grateful for the

author~s~acknowledgementof the Department of Commerce's ~

contribution to the OSTP working group's recommendations on

strengthening technology transfer from the Federal laboratories

to the private sector. I believe it is important, however, to

amplify on part of these recommendations in light of efte-
, ec/, tM , ...1 ;fa k dt?.rcaf 1J dV7

Irwin Goodwinfre9~~ib. iaeR~i£ying the guaranl:ee of at least 15%
A

of any royalty to Government inventor(s) on any development

licensed by the laboratory for commercial use as being

"controversial."
).l .

recommenat~on are clearly open
r-

following analysis of the

While the specifics of this
,oN

to discuss~an~modification,the
c

principl~ involved should help to conclud~ that the

recommendation is more "necessary" than "qontroversial."

1) John L~ke, the British philosopher Who masterfUlly

built the consensus for western ,constitutional

2'
e,

government established as one of its principles that e6l

man ~~~ right ~what he hatJ mixed his laborl
I) A AChitN"O' &~TI!'N ;:>{!Je.-

with."~ Certainly there can be ~o argumentAthat~
F~te;;{)Js

right sasala elleeftel to a ~s own ideas and

inventions.

2) The united States Constitution builds on LIPke's thesis
1"0 UJ G." 1("

by giving Congress the manGate to reserve to inventors

the exclusive right to their inventions as
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an encouragement to the arts ass sciences (21
/I,: 0

3) Public L~6-517 and 9~-620, which guaranteeK ~ ~
universit1es and small businesses the right to

'tHe-lie-,
ownjlcl '!Lei inventions made by ~ inventors in the

performance of Federally funded research, qualified

university ownership and made it consistent with the

constitutional mandate by requiring that royalties be
'TN":'''-

shared with oial:s inventors. \3')
his was done with university urging as they feared

l W"C'L " £\(if- F=I/'JI!/J'ti'IAr4) /

\pa""s.emea±:::W6u±eF=t"liimel these retur::"\awa~\forZ~")

purposes~anil 'laa1(fithereby~destroy.....the inventCJ
incentive to participate.

4) The explosion of industry-university collaboration

accompanied by the transfer of technology triggered in

part by P. L. 96-517 (~ suggested the need to

establish similar incentives for technology transfer in

the Federal laboratories since they)like universities
J

~~~

~ isolated from the private sector with no

compelling need to bridge the gap.

5) The university-industry collaborative experience has
( JJ~ .e,A"i?Ewp" .op:::'

not eu j,s 8n ced either a desire or an ability~ industry

to bias unversitiesaway from basic research to any

great extent. In fact, the relationship has no doubt

given universities new frontiers to explore which would

not have been otherwise addressed.

6) Public La~6-517 and 98-620 do not require royalty-
A i)-i?·

sharing between",small business and .Lts. inventors since
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the goal of~ business is a] saey to make a profit

through the delivery of new products, processes and

services to the marketplace. This pi ! Y goal seemed

to assure a need to share the fruits of

commercialization with its inventors through whatever
I.b

incentive system ~ deemed most appropriate, or face
I-OCS·';.!&- rfeEE'!' f'.t:Qf>r.Jt;/

the prospect of thet~ ~8BsiBle less to competitors.

best centered on how they and their inventors can

benefit. A failure to address the interests of

Federally employed inventors is a dismissal of our

~ heritage and could make our motives suspect in the

~ context of these negotiations.
~

New incentive systems to motivate industry employees

are one of the key elements fueling the entrepreneurial

revolution spreading through the country. It is clear
, rGPGelH-. t-AIAI' fiN"V<A! NOt II.! rf"ft F if!iic.lf',qc ''''''.<r..:i.J

n c- thatY this kind of",flexibility" saQIi~ot be interfex:red>
5 4 1- ( ~ n' fTiJ/)U I -- .,' ~ .. ,

~ 6:)ut \lj,llastkbe developed in nonprofit or public
rrwis 5oR--T· D~ Fi- G-'ii:L&I,{.....-t._"'\-~. CkJJV~-e-~ ~

institutions as their goals are not primarily aimed at

delivering new products, processes or services to the
(fftL@<f>'" ,

marketplace aufBiiff=PxesaRt lawSpermit them to do so.

,I"~fhe Administration I s commitment to strengthening third

world intellectual property laws through negotiation is

v
out

I'"
1
9

-------

The need to address the incentives that are necessary to

motivate Federally employed inventors to participate in the

innovative process is one of the important issues of our day.

Dismissing royalty-sharing which is an established policy in

unversities as being "controversial" or presuming that government



boards that randomly and insufficiently, if ever, reward
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ef architect of the Constitution,. did not end his Interest

statements In support of the prospective Federal authority to

rig1s.

""~-'"

rights", and "that to secure these

. .

property wlthttleC6nstitutionalConventlon. He made the follow-

award patents and copyrights:

In the Federalist on January 23, 1788:

"The utility of this power will scarcely be questioned.

The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged, in

Great Britain, to be a right of common law. The right to

useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong to

the Inventors. The public good fully coincides in both

cases with the claims of individuals. The States cannot

separately make effectual provision. for either of the

cases. and most of them have anticipated the decision

of this point by laws passed at the instance of Congress."

. In a letter to Thomas Jefferson on October 17. 1788. he made a more Im-

portant insight:

"With regard to monopol ies, they are justly classed
....._~ ...._".... . .. - '. - ," ..__ .'_'_._._.U," .. __ ....".._'__~ .."._... __ ....._,_,'_._,' .•_~_.""";~__ ..-;..,.,"'5

among the greatest nuisances in Government. but is It

clear that as encouragements to literary works and

ingenious discoveries they are not too valuable to be

wholly renounced? (These two sentences appear to be an

attempt by Madison to distinguish between past monopolies

-
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privIlege at. a price to be specIfIed in .the grant

1 of' <;Olii'kl.:lltles granted as persona I favors and

Intellectual property.>' Would. it not

Tn all cases a right to the pllolTc to

'.~

(TI,I s appears to be the f Irst\reffilrenceto Government

In" rights!! Monopolies are sabr'lil<:e~~'i;~~manyto

the few. Where the power Is In the few, it Is natural for

them to sacrifice the many to their own partialities and cor-

ruptlons. Where the power, as with us, Is in the many, not

In the few, the danger cannot be very great that the few wIll

be thus favored. It Is much more to be dreaded that the few

wI II be unnecessar II y sacr If Iced to the many." (Parenthet Ica I

sentences and emphasis added.>

In this statement, and especIally the last sentence, the answer to the need

for specific protection of Intellectual property, notwithstanding Its generic In-

elusion In the fifth amendment, seems apparent. First, the use of the term "mon-

opolles" suggests that Madison knew that the nature of an individual piece of

intellectual property is such that It could be useful to al I people and at the

same time be susceptlb Ie of ownersh Ip by one person, wh lie on .the other hand,

diversity of ownership of all other categories of property preclUded the possl

······bITrty6l·moMpOly~···rfiestronifp()55101 eargumenr ~gaInsfaii" rndefi';TtE!~riiCl~o"olf:" "......., ...~

zatlon of valuable Intellectual property and Its end product under only the fifth

amendment and his recognition that "The States cannot ••• make effectual provi-

slon", suggests that Madison knew that the rights of the creative few would be

in danger without clarification In the Constitution. Thus, a compromise was
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTION POLICY ON COMPUTER SOFTWARE

SHOULD BE REVISED TO REFLECT

NATIONAL POLICY ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

O"r national policy encourages technology transfer from the national and
federal laboratories, with the ultimate goal of improving this Nation's
economic competitiveness..
Congress specifically made technology transfer of computer software a
national laboratory goal in 'the the 1986 amendments to the Stevenson
Wydler Act of 1980 (PL 99-502).

Current DOE policy on the distribution of computer software developed
under contract to DOE, and the negative effect of that policy on future
copyright protection, runs counter to the intent of our national policy.

A draft order currently under consideration in the Department. requiring that
DOE's National Energy Software Center (NESC) be the sole release point for
computer software developed at DOE facilities, will result in that policy
becoming permanent. (Draft Order 1360.4A- dated August 13,1986). ,

NESC is primarily a cataloging warehouse. It does not prepare the software
products for the commercial market and cannot provide the extensive
support services needed for complex research computer software. Such
added value can only be provided by private industry Interested in marketing
computer software.

Without copyright protection, U.S. firms are unwilling to commercialize
software in the public domain because of the h~h costs of readying the
product for market - documenting, preparinll training materials, debugging,
and establishing user support systems. DOE s draft order will obstruct such
copyright protection.

Foreign companies. competing in the domestic computer software market,
receive significant benefits from the NESC.

...lnearll1986,aninformaJ.sampleof.distribution bv the NESt. of .' ..•.
severa of the most p0'bu(ar and valuable engineering softWare
packages developed v one of the national laboratones,
revealed that approximately 90% went to foreign entities.

DOE should revise its policies on distribution of computer software developed
at the national laboratories. and bring them into conformity with the national
goal of facilitating the preferential transfer of technology to U.S. industry,
thereby enhancing this nation's potential world market competitiveness In
the area of research computer software.
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their Creator with certain unalienable rights", and "that to secure these rights,

governments are inst ituted among men "

Madison, the chief architect of the Constitution, did not end his interest

in intellectual property with the Constitutional Convention. He made the follow

ing illuminating statements in support of the prospective Federal authority to

award patents and copyrights:

In the Federa.1 ist on January 23, 1788:

"The uti I ity of this power wi II scarcely be questioned.

The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged, in

Great Britain, to be a right of common law. The right to

useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong to

the inventors. The public good fully coincides in both

cases with the claims of individuals. The States cannot

separately make effectual provision for either of the

cases, and most of them have anticipated the decision

of this point by laws passed at the instance of Congress."

. In a letter to Thomas Jefferson on October 17, 1788, he made a more Im-

portant insight:

"With regard to monopolies, they are justly classed

among the greatest nuisances in Government, but is It

clear that as encouragements to literary works and

Ingenious discoveries they are not too valuable to be

wholly renounced? (These two sentences appear to be an

attempt by Madison to distinguish between past monopolies

.....
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of commodities granted as personal favors and the suggested

monopoly for novel Intellectual property.) Would it not

suff ice to reserve In a I I cases a ri ght to the pub l.I c to

abolish the privi lege at a price to be specified in the grant

of It? (This appears to be the first reference to Government

"march-in" rights!> Monopol ies are sacrifices of the many to

the few. Where the power is in the few, it is natural for

them to sacrifice the many to their own partialities and cor

ruptions. Where the power, as with us, is In the many, not

In the few, the danger cannot be very great that the few wi II

be thus favored. It is much more to be dreaded that the few

will be unnecessarily sacrificed to the many." (Parenthetical

sentences and emphasis added.)

In this statement, and especially the last sentence, the answer to the need

for specific protection of intellectual property, notwithstanding its generic in

clusion in the fifth amendment, seems apparent. First, the use of the term "mon

opolies" suggests that Madison knew that the nature of an individual piece of

intellectual property is such that it could be useful to al I people and at the

same time be susceptible of ownership by one person, whi Ie on the other hand,

diversity of ownership of all other categories of property precluded the possi

bility of monopoly. The strong possible argument against an indefinite monopoli

zation of valuable intellectual property and Its end product under only the fifth

amendment and his recognition that "The states cannot ••• make effectual prOVi

sion", suggests that Madison knew that the rights of the creative few would be

in danger without clarification In the Constitution. Thus, a compromise was



Paul A. Blanchard and Frank B. McDonald's article "Reviewing

the Spirit of Enterprise: Role of the Federal Labs," is a

timely, well done, useful chronology and discussion of current

issueS confrontin~ Federal laboratories. I am grateful for the

authors' acknowledgement of the Department of Commerce's

contribution to the OSTP working group's recommendations on
.<1<,.

strengthening technology transfer from the Federal laboratories

to the private sector. I believe it is important, however, to

amplify on part of these recommendations in light of

Irwin Goodwin's editorial note describing the guarantee of at

least 15% of any royalty to government inventor(s) on any

development licensed by the laboratory for commercial use as

being "controversial."

While the specifics of this recommendation are clearly open

to discussion and modification, the following analysis of the

principles involved should help to conclude that the

recommendation is more "necessary" than "controversial."

1) John Locke, the British philosopher who masterfully

built the consensus for western constitutional

government established as one of its principles that

lI a man has a right to what he hath mixed his labor
..... I

with~ .- (1) Certainly there can be-no .argumentagainst--

extending that right to a person's own ideas and

inventions.

2) The United States Constitution builds on Locke's thesis

by giving Congress the PQwer to reserve to inventors

the exclusive right to their inventions as an

•
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encouragement to the progress of science and useful

arts. (2)

3) Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620, which guarantee

universities and small businesses the right to

"."

,
inventions made by their inventors in the performance

of Federally funded research, qualified university

ownership and made it consistent with the·

constitutional mandate by requiring that royalties be

shared with their inventors. (3) This was done with

university urging as they feared these returns would be

funneled away for other purposes, thereby destroying

the inventors' incentive to participate.

4) The explosion of industry-university collaboration

accompanied by the transfer of technology triggered in

part by P. L. 96-517 (4) suggested the need to

establish similar incentives for technology transfer in

the Federal laboratories since they, like universities,

are isolated from the private sector with no compelling

need to bridge the gap.

5) The university-industry collaborative experience has

not indicated either a desire or an ability of industry

tobiasunversitiesawayfiofubaslC research to any'

great extent. In fact, the relationship has no doubt

given universities new frontiers to explore which would

not have been otherwise addressed.

6) Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620 do not require royalty-

sharing between a small business and its inventors since

.~
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the goal of such business is to make a profit through

the delivery of new products, processes and services to

the marketplace. This goal seemed to assure a need to

share the fruits of commercialization with its

inventors through whatever incentive system is deemed

most appropriate, or face the prospect of losing key

people to competitors. New incentive systems to

motivate industry employees are one of the key elements

fueling the entrepreneurial revolution spreading

through the country. It is clear that Federal law

should not in~erfere wit;h this kind of industrial
11~ .,J~tlN

flexibility. ~iS soft of flexibility cannot be

developed in nonprofit or public institutions as their

goals are not primarily aimed at delivering new

products, processes or services to the marketplace

unless laws permit them to do so.

The need to address the incentives that are necessary to

motivate Federally employed inventors to participate in the

innovative process is one of the important issues' of our day.

Dismissing royalty-sharing which is an e~7ablishe}l policy in " . i
q#o1, ~.v /.'eI7 -' 'N',/ Ch'V

unversities as being "controversial" Oli fiiiFWinJ that government
A

.boards-,that-randomly andinsufficiently,Tf 'ever,- 'reward

inventors does not respond to the 'problem.

Moreover, the Administration's commitment to strengthening

third world intellectual property laws through negotiation is

best centered on how they and their inventors can benefit. A
/~~

failure to address the interests of Federally employed inventors
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is a dismissal of our heritage and could make our motives suspect

in the context of these negotiations •

.,
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their Creator with certain unalienable rights", and "that,to secure these rights,

--

governments are instituted among men ". .

Madison, the chief architect of the Constitution, did not end his interest

In Intellectual property with the Constitutional Convention. He made the fol low

ing nlumlnating statements in support of the prospective Federal authority to

award patents and copyrights:

In the Federalist on January 23, 1788:

"The utility of this power wil I scarcely be questioned.

The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged, in

Great Britain, to be a right of common law. The right to

useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong to

the Inventors. The public good fully coincides In both

cases with the claims of individuals. The States cannot

separately make effectual provision for either of the

cases, and most of them have anticipated the decision

of this point by laws passed at the instance of Congress."

. In a letter to Thomas Jefferson on October 17, 1788, he made a more im-

portant insight:

",\'I,ithregardtomcmop,,1 ies, they are justly classed

among the greatest nuisances In Government, but is it

clear that as encouragements to literary works and

Ingenious discoveries they are not too valuable to be

wholly renounced? (These two sentences appear to be an

attempt by Mad Ison to dIsfl nguIsh between past monopo I Ies
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of commodities granted as personal favors and the suggested

monopoly for novel Intellectual property.) Would it not

suffice to reserve In all cases a right to the public to

abolish the privilege at a price to be specified in the grant

of It? (This appears to be the first reference to Government

"march-In" rights!) Monopolies are sacrifices of the many to

the few. Where the power Is in the few, it Is natural for

them to sacrifice the many to their own partialities and cor

ruptions. Where the power, as with us, Is In the many, not

in the few, the danger cannot be very great that the few will

be thus favored. It Is much more to be dreaded that the few

wi II be unne.cessari Iy sacrificed to the many." (Parenthetical

sentences and emphasis added.)

In this statement, and especially the last sentence, the answer to the need

for specific protection of intellectual property, notwithstanding its generic in

clusion In the fifth amendment, seems apparent. First, the use of the term "mon

opo Iies" suggests that Mad Ison knew that the nature of an i nd ivi dual piece of

Intellectual property is such that It could be useful to al I people and at the

same time be susceptible of ownership by one person, whi Ie on the other hand,

diversity of ownership of all other categories of property precluded the possi-

bill tydfmdnopoly. The sfrorigpossibl eargumentagafnstan indefinite

zatlon of valuable Intellectual property and its end product under only the fifth

amendment and his recognition that "The States cannot ..• make effectual provi

sion", suggests that Madison knew that the rights of the creative few would be

in danger without clarification In the Constitution. Thus, a compromise was
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Cheap Dollar Won'tCure the Deficit

J¥iChael Hudson.<m economist, has
.nsulted for the, c:anadian, Mexican

ndUnited States Governments and
e.United Nations.

TRUE, we may now sell our Van
·':·Qoghs and other art works to the
.. Japanese for prices that seem
-enormous .when denormnated in dol
'lars, This is what happened to Ger
many during its devaluations of the
1920's. It happened again to E:ngiand
after 1949. But neither England nor
Depression-era Germany' ·exporteq
more industrial manufactured goods
produced by their own workers.

Not only haven't our Industrial cor
porations ,invested in new capacity.
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Westport, CT 06881
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Subject. __ TIC Meeting

From Jack Karnowski

USET, Inc., Westport, CT FAX No. 203-255-1536

If you don' t receive all pages of transmission, please call
Us at 203-259-7997 •
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Norm:

Please call me tomorrow in Westport with your comments.
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The proposed legislation sets up another bureaucracy to

determine whether inventors should benefit from the

commercialization of their discoveries. This is inconsistent

with the Constitutional intent to award inventors through a

guarantee of a proprietary position in those inventions they

choose to bring into public light.

While it is correct that the common law permits employers to

take the prospect of such a proprietary position from its

employees as a condition of employment, there has been sufficient

latitude in the private sector to devise incentive systems that

assure continued involvement of inventors in the innovation

process. This has not been true in pUblic funded research

projects conducted at federal laboratories. The taking of the

inventor's rights as a condition of employment coupled with

bureaucratic after-the-fact award systems has resulted in an

invention delivery system that does not work. S. 65 speaks

directly to this problem by setting up an understandable before

the-fact award system. The proposed bill merely

"',\,



Congress is seeking to stimulate American innovation by creating
greater commercialization of Federally-supported R&D. Presently
the Government funds 50%-- or $55 billion annually-- of our R&D
effort. Attention is focusing on the Federal laboratory system
which now contributes little to our economic growth.
Unfortunately, two trade associations are jeopardizing
this effort to deflect attention from a few companies'
internal management problems.

The object of this debate is legislation introduced in the House
and Senate allowing federal laboratories to manage their inventions
by licensing them and retaining royalty income. Because one-
sixth of the U.s. scientists and engineers work in our federal
laboratory system performing more than $17 billion of R&D
annually it is important that this technology be successfully
transfered to the economy. Universities have found that sharing
royalties with their inventors is the catalyst making this
technology transfer possible.

Ihtellectual Property Owners, Inc. and the National Association
of Manufacturers, reflecting fears by a small segment of their
big business constituents, are objecting to royalty sharing by
federally employed inventors in legislation now under
consideration by the Congress. These associations say that
requiting royalty sharing for federal inventors (paralleling
current law for university invent~rsl sets a precedent which will
be applied to the private sector. Rather than a simple mechanism
such as royalty sharing, these associations advocate a complex,
bureaucratic "award system" under which federal inventors would
meekly petition Washington for some compensation for their
discoveries commercialized by the private sector. Experience has
shown that agencies trying to implement award schemes create
only more bureaucracy with meager rewards to inventors and great
expense to the taxpayer.

Ironically, the handful of companies driving NAM and IPO
objecting to royalty sharing are not even interested in working
with the federal laboratories and have little, if any, experience
collaborating with universities sharing royalties! Rather, these
companies reflect a 1950's top-down management style that feels
threatened by employee incentives. These middle level corporate
managers fear that the university success sharing
royalties will be duplicated in the federal laboratories creating
unrest within their own companies. Companies who have revitalized
their corporate structure to reward productive employed
inventors, or who have entered into collaboration with
universities are not afraid of incentive systems in pUblic
research.

The House Science and Technology Committee will soon take up this
legislation which has been successfully reported from
Subcommittee minus royalty sharing ~ inventors at ~
insistence Qf. .ll.Q ,ang BAM. Unless changed, this could be a
serious barrier to the federal laboratory system•

.,\
<;;



The Senate Commerce Committee will soon begin deliberations on a
companion bill based on S. 65 introduced by Senate Majority
Leader Robert Dole.

The Dole bill and similar legislation introduced by House
Minority Leader Robert Michel (H.R. 695), provide federal inventors
a share of royalties returned to the laboratory from patent
licensing. The bills are modeled on a 1980 law (Public Law 96
517) giving universities and small businesses ownership of
inventions made under federal grants and contracts. This Act
requires universities to share royalties earned with university
inventors. Congress enacted this provision because willing
participation of inventors is the core of successful technology
transfer. This requirement ~ frQt placed on small businesses
because Congress recognized that nonprofit institutions have
special needs not applicable to the private sector.

Congress recognized that nonprofit inventors are hired to expand
the frontiers of knowledge and that technology transfer is an
addition to their primary mission. This is not the case in the
private sector. Prior to the enactment of the 1980 law many
universties feared losing some of the best basic research
scientists because academic salary structures are not intended to
reward commercializing inventions. This is still true at
Federally-operated laboratories. Royalty sharing has enabled
many of the most creative minds to remain on campus performing
basic research while being rewarded for their discoveries.

Losing the best researchers is still a problem at the federal
labs according to the 1983 Report of the White House Science
Council headed by David Packard. In the report to President
Reagan the Council found that "almost all of the Federal
laboratories, both government-operated and contractor-operated,
suffer serious disadvantages in their inabilities to attract,
retain, and motivate scientific and technical personnel required
to fulfill their missions. ~ principal disadvantage ~ ~
inability Qf ~ Federal laboratories. particularly those under
~ Civil Service system. tQ provide scientists and engineers
~ competitive compensation at entry and tQp senior level
(emphasis added). Royalty sharing is designed to meet this
problem. With one-sixth of all of the research scientists and
engineers employed at federally-operated labs, the u.S. simply
cannot afford to waste these creative ~eople.

Congress also recognizes that the needs of the nonprofit
sector are unique. University and federal laboratory inventors
are under great pressure to immediately publish the results of
their research for professional recognition. Such pressures do
not exist in the private sector. It was to counterbalance this
need-- which can destroy proprietary rights needed for
commercialization by the private sector-- that royalty sharing .was
devised. Thus, university and federal employee royalty sharing
actually protects the interests of industryl
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Universities are now able to persuade many inventors to
file patent applications at the same time as pUblishing research
results so that patent rights, especially abroad, are not
destroyed. This happy balance not only fully protects academic
freedom, and encourages the free exchange of information so
important on campus; it also protects the interests of the
priva·te sector and discourages foreign competitors from freely
pirating U.s. taxpayer sponsored R&D. The result is that more
jobs and important discoveries are developed here.

Rather than setting a precedent for private industry, these
differences were again recognized in 1984 when the law was
amended to include university operated government laboratories.
During the lengthy Senate and House debates over this measure n2
~ suggested~~ success Qf~ university rQyalty sharing
requirement ~ a precedent fQx ~ private sectQr. Indeed,
legislation supported by the Administration sought to include big
business government contractors under the provisions of the 1980
law and again n2~ nQt~ opponents Qf brQadening ~ laK
~ university royalty sharing aa a precedent fQL private
industry!

After 5 years experience universities overwhelmingly cite royalty
sharing as one of the cornerstones of their successes in working
with the private sector. Because of this interaction the United
States holds a commanding lead in the development of
biotechnology which originated at the universities. Countries
such as Japan are seeking to duplicate our success in linking
universities and the private sector.

Schools such as the University of California and the University
of Maryland are so convinced of the success of royalty sharing
that they have raised the inventor's percentage to 50% of the
receipts of licensing income! Many schools working on
long range projects with big businesses, like that between
Washington University in St. Louis and Monsanto, say that royalty
sharing provisions have never been a problem in interactions with
the private sector.

Experts in technology transfer from publically funded R&D to the
private sector say that for this interaction to be successful
certain incentives must be present. Every player involved in the
interaction must benefit, the inventing organization, the
government, and the private sector. But central to any success
must be the individual whose creativity is the basis for the
exchange. Indeed, rewarding individual inventors was the reason
that the patent system was authorized in the Consitution under
Article I, Section 8.

As the law now stands, inventors at universities and university
operated Government labs share royalties while their counterparts
in Federally run labs do not. Legislation must address this
inequity or the flow of talented researchers at the Federal



laboratories will increase.

By excluding the inventor from federal lab legislation, a few big
business patent counsels seek to turn the patent system on its
head. The patent system thus becomes a bludgeon keeping inventors
down rather than a stimulus lifting them up. This perversion must
not be allowed to succeed. Indeed, individual creativity is the
keystone of American creativity. Misguided special interests
like Intellectual Property Owners and NAM are seeking to impose a
Soviet management style on federal inventors.

We are on the brink of tapping into a tremendous source of basic
and applied research unequalled in the world. The economic
benefits will be staggering. Royalty sharing is the key for
unlocking this tremendous resource or of frittering away a
priceless asset. The choice is clear.
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